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December 8 saw the opening of a new exhibition in the Groninger Museum: De Romantiek in 

het Noorden. Van Friedrich tot Turner. The catalogue is available in Dutch, English and 

German, as are the labels in the galleries. So although there will be no second venue, the 

exhibition is organized with the international visitor in mind. 

And that brings me straight to the main theme: the romantic landscape seen from an 

international perspective. Director Andreas Blühm, curator Ruud Schenk and guest curator 

David Jackson have taken to heart the recent art historical discourse on histoire croisée, and 

have left the age-old (in fact, as old as the discipline art history itself) nationalist categories 

behind them. The museum is not afraid to mix an international group of artists according to 

mutual themes and visions. And the display works like a dream - there has hardly been any 

other era when landscape painters travelled and exchanged works and ideas as much as in the 

romantic period. 

The selection is impressive, and the subtitle ‘From Friedrich to Turner’, so easily just a 

marketing slogan - has been fully realised. Combined with a wide selection of landscapes by 

Dutch, Scandinavian, Swiss, German and British painters, Friedrich and Turner are shown in 

a context that gives their work a new meaning. And the same is true for virtually every 
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painting. As curator of paintings at the Rijksmuseum I was particularly pleased to be able to 

loan a large number of works. And I must say, our paintings are very happy in these new 

surroundings. At lectures I always show slides of Wouter van Troostwijk’s Guelderland 

landscape next to a rural landscape by Constable, and here this comparison for the first time 

comes to life. As it does in the case of Johannes Tavenraat’s deer fleeing from a thunderstorm 

next to Sami with reindeers during Midsummer night by Peder Balke. Such juxtapositions are 

not just a feast for the eyes, they also underscore the idea of one great romantic landscapist 

movement, which did not stop at a country’s borders. The essays in the catalogue stress this 

fact as well, focusing on mutual relations and common goals. 

For the visitor who is not interested in art historical discourse, too, there is much to enjoy. 

Many of the paintings are huge and evoke the sublime, with mountainous landscapes with 

broad vistas, or valleys like deep chasms. But it was the occasional restrained and sober view 

that moved me. A rural road in the snow, near an icy lake under a full moon by Carl Blechen 

took my breath away with its apparent simplicity and sheer love of painting. The totally 

unknown Dankvart Dreyer is a revelation: there is a wooden footbridge on his native Danish 

island of Funen executed in a realistic style too restrained for romantic taste at the time. Lack 

of success made him quit painting, but in fact he was simply born too early and would have fit 

perfectly in the romantic aesthetics of Barbizon. 

There are all kinds of finds like these, paintings which suddenly come to life next to kindred 

spirits. And yes, there are many Friedrichs, many unknown as they come from smaller 

German museums. So in Groningen, even the well known becomes a discovery. 

 


